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Name: _____________________________________________ 

1. Why are you interested in serving as a director and what goals do you want to see accomplished within your 
term as director? 

2. What is your background and experience? Have you served as a committee member or director for a 

community association? If yes, please elaborate on this experience _______________________________________   

3. Are you currently an Owner in the Association, and if so, for how long? 

4. Have you served or are presently serving on any committee(s) for the Association? ________________________   

5. Any other information you would like to provide. __________________________________________________   


	Name-0: Mark A. Rhoden
	Response1: One of the reason’s my family and I moved to Talega was the fact that it was a planned community with a fully involved
	Response2: HOA ultimately adding to the quality of life of its residents.  Since moving here, we have attended multiple events and 
	Response3: have dealt with the HOA on five (5) exterior home projects in less than two (2) years. One thing I have learned since 
	Response4: moving here is that many of our neighbors and people we have met through church, our children’s schools etc., do not trust
	Response 04: the HOA and think very poorly of the Talega Board.  Also, I have heard many voice their concerns that some have been
	Response5:  on the board for too long… leading to stagnation and totalitarianism. To the contrary, I recognize and have experienced 
	Response6: the board has been appropriately motivated and, for the most part, fair in application.  Nevertheless, the perception of 
	Response7: and by the public is reality until proven otherwise.  One of my main goals, if elected to the board, would be to break down
	Response8: the Us vs. Them mentality many have.
	Response9: As a retired law enforcement officer, in the 
	Response10: command ranks, I have vast administrative and policy experience.  In addition to commanding personnel, I have 
	Response11: written and reviewed policies and served as an Inspector General. I have a Masters Degree in Criminology and Law
	Response13: procedures. In addition to being on the Talega Enforcement Committee, I am a member of the City of San Clemente's
	Response12: from the University of California that has afforded me an extensive working knowledge of civil and criminal laws and 
	Response14: Public Safety Committee.
	Response15: 
	Response16: 
	Response17: Yes.  Just over 2 years.
	Response18: Yes.  I am currently on the
	Response19: Enforcement Committee.
	Response20: 
	Response21: I assure you, given the opportunity, I will not let our Talega community down.
	Response22: 
	Response23: 
	Response24: 
	Response25: 
	Response26: 
	Response27: 


